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Crazy Gun Dealer
RANGE RULES AND REGULATIONS
RANGE AREA IS IMMEDIATELY INSIDE THE FIRST LOCKED GATE INITIAL_____
All federal, state, and local firearm laws MUST be obeyed. INITIAL_____
IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY: call a "Cease Fire", and call 911 IMMEDIATELY! There is a phone on premise marked 911.
The address is 1702 West Lakeshore Dr Alvarado,TX 76009 And is Posted Around The Firing Area and Firing Line! If Possible
have someone UNLOCK the gate before arrival of emergency services! INITIAL_____
Safety will be the utmost thought at all times on the range and is every shooter’s first and foremost responsibility! If there
are any safety issues or other problems with any range area or facility, NOTIFY Crazy Gun Dealer IMMEDIATELY and
Remember ANYONE may call a CEASE FIRE at ANYTIME!
INITIAL_____
ANYONE Entering Range Area MUST Have Signed Copies of Range Rules, Liability Waiver, and Bell System Rules ON FILE at
the Crazy Gun Dealer STORE!!!! This INCLUDES YOUR GUESTS. NO One may enter as a MEMBER or YOUR GUEST who does
not have signed copies of ALL these documents on file with the Crazy Gun Dealer. It is MEMBERS responsibility to plan ahead
for their guest and complete and turn in all documents during business hours of the store not the range, before entering the
Range Area. Entrance by ANYONE who has not Signed ALL listed documents and filed them with the Crazy Gun Dealer is
UNAUTHORIZED , CRIMINALY TRESPASSING and WILL BE PROSECUTED without exception!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
INITIAL_____
Range Hours and Days of Operation Will Vary. Range may be Closed or Unavailable at Times for Special Events or Classes. Range
May Closed on Short Notice Due To Weather or Emergency. Check Range Website for Current Hours and Availability, BEFORE
Coming INITIAL_____
Pregnant women, or people subject to seizures, are not allowed on the range without their doctor’s permission and your
presence on the range area will be your implied assertion that you have that permission. INITIAL_____
Crazy Gun Dealer Range is a family-oriented facility and we have the right to refuse service to anyone for ANY reason
Regardless of Membership Payment and Without Refund for Fees Paid INITIAL_____
YOU CERTIFY that you are familiar with your firearm(s), and that you are able to load, handle, ﬁre, unload and make safe
your firearm(s). If you are unsure about handling your firearm(s), you are required to be under DIRECT supervision of an
experienced instructor or shooter, or attend a basic gun training class for your firearm(s) before enjoying our range.
INITIAL_____
Dangerous behavior is NOT TOLERATED: If Crazy Gun Dealer determines a person's behavior to be a danger or threat to
others, they may, at his/her discretion, take the person’s firearm(s), make them safe and temporarily conﬁscate them. They
will then escort the person to the front gate of the range and at that time return the ﬁrearm(s) to the person. This will
constitute permanent loss of privileges at the range without refund or recourse. The RSO may also contact the Johnson
County Sheriffs Office to have a deputy come to the range and issue a criminal trespass warning to the person.
INITIAL_____
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Crazy Gun Dealer Shooting Range is a “cold range”. All guns are to be kept in a safe and empty condition until on the firing line.
INITIAL_____
Do NOT EVER leave a loaded ﬁrearm unattended INITIAL_____
No alcoholic beverages, Illegal drugs or medications that impair judgment, nor persons who have been consuming those items,
will be allowed in the range area or premises. Persons smelling of alcohol on their breath or who appear impaired will be
required to leave the facility IMMEDIATELY and RSO Decisions ARE FINAL!!!! INITIAL_____
Shooter's glasses or tempered glasses (eye protection) is MANDATORY and must be worn at all times while inside the Range
area by EVERYONE including shooters, spotters or spectators. Proper Prescription Safety Glasses are Acceptable.
INITIAL_____
Hearing protection is MANDATORY and must be worn at all times while inside range area by EVERYONE including shooters,
spotters or spectators. INITIAL_____
Children must be supervised at all times while inside the range area or on premises. Children under the age of 18 MUST be
escorted by parent or legal guardian at ALL times in Range Area and AT FIRING LINE. A responsible adult must accompany
persons under twenty-one (21) years of age. This adult shall act as a coach, and MUST remain with the minor(s) at all times
while the minor(s) utilizes the range or is in the range area INITIAL_____
EACH SHOOTER MUST SIGN IN AT PRO SHOP BEFORE BRING OUT ANY GUNS AND BEFORE BEGINNING ANY
FIRING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! INITIAL_____
No explosive ammunition will be allowed in the range area INITIAL_____
All firearms must be clear, unloaded with the action open and UNTOUCHED while in the range area, except while actively firing.
Concealed Carry Weapons that are loaded should PLEASE be locked in Your Car While In the Range Area for Safety. There will
be plenty of LOADED Guns at the Firing Line INITIAL_____
All firearms must be clear and bagged or in a container when ENTERING the RANGE AREA and BEFORE LEAVING the FIRING
LINE. INITIAL_____
No person will be allowed forward of the firing line EXCEPT DURING CEASE FIRE INITIAL_____
Only persons who are actively shooting are allowed inside of the firing area. ONLY the active shooter and CERTIFIED instructors
may be AT the firing line. INITIAL_____
Only firearms in good working condition are allowed in the FIRING AREA. (user is held responsible) INITIAL_____
No more than two persons are permitted at each firing lane. Coaching may occur at the PERMISSION of range staff.
INITIAL_____
All fired rounds must impact the BULLET MOUND AREA ONLY. YOU will be responsible for ANY that do not. There is NO excuse
for a bullet to miss the Bullet Mound Area. INITIAL_____
All firearms and ammunition are subject to inspection at ANYTIME by staff for cleanliness, workability and safety INITIAL_____
NO Rapid fire! Two-second rule is in effect (2 seconds between rounds) INITIAL_____
All firearms must be POINTED DOWN RANGE in a safe manner AT ALL TIMES INITIAL_____.
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N0 tobacco use of ANY KIND (including e-cigarettes) or gum allowed on premises. Food and Drinks may NOT be consumed in
the shooting area But MUST be KEPT and CONSUMED in the DESIGNATED BREAK AREA away from ALL shooting. LEAD is Toxic
and can be transferred by contact even when eating and drinking. Wash Hands Thoroughly with Soap and Water and Consider
Bringing or Purchasing Lead Wipes for Skin to wipe down upon completion of any shooting or ammo handling. INITIAL_____
Use of black powder firearms is prohibited WITHOUT SPECIAL PERMISSION INITIAL_____
Photo identification and Photo Member Card required for use of range facilities. INITIAL_____
EACH & EVERY person (members, family members, guests and visitors) entering the range and or firing area MUST have signed
an “Acknowledgement Of Risk, Release & Indemnity Agreement” and a “Range Rules and Regulations Form” or IMMEDIATELY
EXIT THE PREMISES, as YOU ARE CRIMINALLY TRESPASSING INITIAL_____
Targets may be brought into the range ONLY if approved . Numerous targets are available for a reasonable price at Crazy Gun
Dealer Pro Shop. Shoot at approved targets only. Shooting at rocks or any other inappropriate targets that cause ricochets or
may start a fire is prohibited. Don’t bring your junk or trash to the facility to shoot at! Approved Targets only! No glass, jugs,
fruit, etc. Shooting any ﬂammable or exploding material is prohibited; this includes Tannerite or any other similar binary
compounds. Do not move targets from their locations. INITIAL_____
When a Range Ofﬁcer is on duty, they are in direct charge of the range and all participants at all times. Shooters must obey
his/ her directions and Failure to follow RSO instructions or cooperate with other shooters will not be tolerated.
The Range Ofﬁcer will ban from the range any person handling a ﬁrearm in an unsafe or careless manner or who is
uncooperative with the RSO or other shooters. The Range Ofﬁcer may also void membership should such conduct warrant
without refund or recourse. INITIAL_____
FIRING LINE PROCEDURE:
Take position at the lane assigned to you. DO NOT change lanes. Only one loaded gun at a time. No other gun handling behind
the ﬁring line. Only one shooter and coach permitted per firing lane; only one un-cased ﬁrearm permitted at the ﬁring lane at a
time. Persons not shooting or coaching are not permitted at the firing line. INITIAL_____
Once in your firing lane, all firearms must be unloaded from the bag or case on the bench (not the ﬂoor) and pointed down
range at all times. When shooting, only 1 firearm may be ﬁred at a time per stall, no drawing from a holster Any ﬁrearm that is
not currently being used must have the magazine out and the slide locked back. Only unloaded firearms should be laid down on
the bench, and no loaded ﬁrearms should be handed to another person. Once you’re done shooting, all firearms should be
unloaded, placed back into your bag or case on the bench while still being pointed down range. INITIAL_____
Firearms may not be exchanged with another lane while the firing line is hot, ONLY during a CEASE FIRE, (NOT WHILE PEOPLE
DOWN RANGE!) and the gun must be unloaded, open and clear. INITIAL_____
Shooters must load and unload their own firearms. If a mechanical malfunction occurs, DO NOT REMOVE JAMMED OR
MALFUNCTIONING FIREARMS away from the firing line; KEEP pointed Down Range SAFELY!!!! If you can safely correct the
issue while keeping the firearm pointed downrange, then do so WHILE KEEPING THE FIREARM POINTED DOWNRANGE!
INITIAL_____
Only line of sight firing is permitted. (N0 drawing from the hip or holster.) Keep your finger off the trigger until on target.
INITIAL_____
When leaving the ﬁring line temporarily, lay the ﬁrearm with the muzzle down range and the action open and the gun
UNLOADED and CLEAR. INITIAL_____
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CEASE FIRING MEANS... STOP SHOOTING AND STEP BACK from lane.
ANYONE at ANYTIME may call a CEASE FIRE For SAFETY REASONS. If you see something or someone being unsafe,
immediately call "Cease Fire".
CEASE FIRE: On this command, unload your firearm and lay it down with the magazine out and the action open. Then step
behind the yellow line and wait for any instructions Instructions from the Range Safety Ofﬁcer or other staff members must be
obeyed immediately and without question. INITIAL_____
VANDALISM:
Any person seen ﬁring at lights, bafﬂes, carriers or any other range property or equipment will have their membership
suspended, and will be reported to the proper authorities for appropriate action. Firing at boxes, cups, or other objects is
prohibited. Only targets authorized by CGD will be permitted. All shooters will be held accountable and will pay for any damage
you cause including replacement and installation charges. INITIAL_____
PERMISSABLE FIREARMS:
MOST modern weapons within reason may be fired at the firing line. ALL shotguns MUST be fired at the skeet lanes including
self defense shotguns. ALL SHOTGUNS MUST Shoot STEEL SHOT ONLY. PISTOL GRIP Shotguns must have CGD Permission to
shoot. INITIAL_____
ALL High powered rifles (anything over 556 or 7.62x39AK) MUST be fired on the rifle lanes ONLY. INITIAL_____
Full automatic ﬁrearms are ONLY allowed with the PRIOR PERMISSION and at the discretion of CGDr and proper paperwork
must be presented in advance. (Pistol and Small Rifle (556/AK) calibers only will be allowed.) INITIAL_____
All air guns and BB guns are allowed .
For ﬁrearms not mentioned here, check with CGD prior to use on the range. INITIAL_____

PERMISSABLE AMMUNITION:
Standard commercial and reloaded ammunition is permitted. Any type ammunition designed for penetrating metal is not
permitted ON STEEL TARGETS. Shotguns may ONLY shoot Steel Shot, No exceptions. No tracer, incendiary, armor piercing, gas
or explosive ammunition permitted. INITIAL_____

BRASS RETRIEVAL: Brass caught in a BRASS CATCHER before hitting the ground can be kept. All brass that touches the ground
MUST be left on the ground UNTIL CEASE FIRE! NO EXCEPTIONS!!!! INITIAL_____
Protocol for putting up, scoring, taking down targets: Ranges may be hot (active 15 minutes
hot and 5 minutes cold while bell rings.)
AFTER CEASE FIRE BELL STARTS RINGING shooters shall say:
1. "Cease ﬁring" or "Stop"
2. "Unload"
3. "Show clear"
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4. "Is the line clear on the right? On the left?" Everyone shows his/her neighbor on either
side that the action is clear. When shown clear all shooters will respond:
5. "The line is clear"
6. "Move out of position" Everyone steps back behind the yellow line - ALL FIREARMS
ARE ON THE TABLE, unloaded, open and clear. DO NOT TQUCH FIREARMS DURING A CEASE FIRE
7. "Range Clear. Go forward, score targets, and paste". Go out to the range, score, paste put up/take down targets, and then
return to the firing area. When EVERYONE (including 100yrd Rifle shooters) is back to the firing area:
AND THE BELL HAS STOPPED RINGING
9. "Back to the line"
10. "ls the line ready?"
11. If you are ready, then say "Ready", if not, then say "Not ready".
12. If there is anyone not ready, the line will wait until that person (or persons) states "Ready".
13. When everyone is ready, then: "Commence ﬁre
INITIAL_____
When 100yrd rifle shooters or Skeet Shooters are going down range, they should place the “man downrange barricade” on the
ﬁring line so as to be seen by all shooters at the line . Ensure you remove the barricade upon your return. INITIAL_____
Primary Gun Safety Rules:
1. ALWAYS keep the gun pointed in a safe direction (down range).
2. ALWAYS keep your ﬁnger off the trigger until ready to shoot.
3. ALWAYS keep the gun unloaded until ready to use at the ﬁring line.
4. Know your target and what is behind it.
5 Be sure the gun is safe to operate.
6. Know how to use the gun safely. (Load, handle, fire, unload and make the gun safe.)
7. Use only the correct ammunition for the gun
8. Never use alcohol or drugs before or while shooting
9. Wear eye and ear protection at all times on the range
10. Follow the instructions of the Range Safety Officers (RSO).
INITIAL_____
No cleaning of ﬁrearms is allowed on the range. No chemicals, including solvents and lubricants are to be used on the bench or
in the range area. You must provide your own tools for minor adjustments (sight, etc) and those adjustments MUST be made in
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the firing lane with the gun unloaded, open, clear and pointed down range. Crazy Gun Dealer cannot provide tools for you to
work on your ﬁrearm. All ﬁrearms must have sights installed and the sights must be used for all shots. INITIAL_____
Absolutely no sales of ﬁrearms or ammunition are permitted on range property. INITIAL_____
Appropriate dress is required at all times INITIAL_____
Any equipment or other personal items in/on a shooting lane left unattended are at the
owner’s risk. Crazy Gun Dealer is not responsible for lost or stolen items. INITIAL_____
Store extra gear against wall behind yellow firing line, out of everyone’s way
Shoot oniy at your own target.
Hunting and shooting at any wildlife is strictly prohibited everywhere on the Crazy Gun Dealer Range.
Members are responsible to clean up after themselves and guests. Deposit trash in the appropriate trashcans or pack it up and
take it home. Keep your range clean! INITIAL_____

The Range Area Entrance Gate is to be kept locked by members at all times. Make certain that the padlock has been snapped
into place and locked behind you on entry and exit. Do not share your key with anyone. Your key is numbered and assigned to
you. If anyone is caught with your key who is not on your membership, you will be subject to immediate loss of membership
with NO refunds. Lost keys should be reported immediately and replacement key cost is $50. INITIAL_____
Keep all vehicles on the established roads and parking areas. Parking on grass can be slippery and you can easily get stuck when
wet. Crazy Gun Dealer will NOT pull out anyone who gets stuck and will not be responsible for wrecker expense. INITIAL_____
I authorize Crazy Gun Dealer to utilize photos and/ or videos of me, my family and children for promotional use on Crazy Gun
Dealers web sites and/or marketing materials. This waiver is perpetual. INITIAL_____

SHOOTING SHOTGUNS & SKEET
Skeet MUST be bought from CGD ONLY and MUST be shot with STEEL shot ONLY. NO lead shotgun shells or reloaded shotgun
shells may be brought into the range area. RSO MAY inspect ALL shotgun shells you bring into the range area. Any lead or
reloaded shotgun shells or ANY shells that are NOT clearly marked STEEL SHOT will be confiscated and NOT Returned or
reimbursed. If ANY lead shotgun shells are taken from you, you MUST buy ALL your Steel Shot from the pro shop for shotgun
shooting. If you are caught shooting lead shotguns shells at the Crazy Gun Range, knowingly or unknowingly, you agree to pay
$2500.00 per occurrence and agree that you will owe this amount without dispute and will pay within 5 business days of
demand. Should you refuse to pay in full, you agree to pay all attorney’s costs, court costs and collection costs plus interest at
the highest legal amount allowed in the state of Texas until all paid in full. INITIAL_____
Skeet shooting is a 2 person operation. Either bring a second person, or pair up with another shooter. SINGLE Shooters
CANNOT Shoot Skeet- No Exceptions! INITIAL_____

Shooting 100 Yard Rifle Lanes
All Rifles must be shot from the BENCH REST ONLY and thru the appropriate target culvert and at the appropriate target down
range. During Cease Fire, shooters will place a “Down Range” barricade blocking the rifle lanes to prevent anyone from shooting
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and additionally one visible to the RSO from his watch post so it is OBVIOUS when someone is down range and the firing line is
NOT safe. INITIAL_____
These RULES may be amended or modified at ANY time by Crazy Gun Dealer By Posting Amendments or Modifications in the
Pro Shop For All To See. You accept and Agree to ANY amendments or modifications by PASSING by the posting in the Pro
Shop while Registering to shoot. Your Continued shooting after posting is your implied consent and acceptance to the
amended, modified or new rules and regulations. INITIAL_____
Crazy Gun Dealer Reserves the right to impose time limits during periods of high demand. When there is a wait and a
member is timed out of their lane, they may immediately go onto the wait list for another lane. INITIAL_____
Once you have read and initialed the last rule, Tell a Crazy Gun Dealer staff member “Wounded Warriors are my Heroes”.
To confirm you have been reading the rules. INITIAL_____

Signature:____________________________________________________________ DATE______________________
Name:_________________________________________________________________________________________
Adresss:_________________________________________________________________________________________
City/St/Zip_______________________________________________________________________________________

WITNESS
Signature:____________________________________________________________ DATE______________________
Name:_________________________________________________________________________________________
Adresss:_________________________________________________________________________________________
City/St/Zip_______________________________________________________________________________________

